Introduction

Role of Gravity Reference Networks
Because bulk field gravimetry still is carried out by relative spring gravimeters, it is necessary to link these to an absolute reference. Decades ago, only a few absolute observations worldwide provided the basis for extended relative gravity reference networks. Today, as absolute gravity meters become more easily available, they become more fieldworthy and portable, also their number is increasing. Consequently, the number of absolute stations is increasing and the contribution of relative meters to reference networks is decreasing. In each case where a new national reference or an extended field campaign is envisaged, the benefit-cost-relation will lead to a new optimum design appropriate to the specific situation, see e.g. Boedecker (2002) . Relative observations are not only important for reference networks, their use in combined absolute / relative networks will also benefit in their calibration.
European cooperation / Preceding works
After the old global gravity reference network IGSN71 (Morelli et al. 1971) proved to be not a sufficiently accurate basis for new gravity observations any more, many countries designed and observed national networks. In 1994, an attempt was made on behalf of the IGC Subcommission Western Europe to unify a number of European national networks (Boedecker, Marson, Wenzel 1994) and named UEGN94 ('Unified European Gravity Networks 1994'). The network covered 11 countries comprising 499 stations with 123 absolute and 14532 relative gravity observations; see fig. 1 The work was delayed because of problems with details of the ties between absolute and relative observation -a key problem for the correct gravity level of the network. Some further delay is caused by incorrect data: As a matter of fact, this is a bigger problem than in other much larger data sets, because in this case we are dealing with (currently) 33000 observations each of which has its own evolution and is not the result of one unique process as is the case in other type of geodetc observations like GPS observation series or similar. For this reason, some software tools had to be developed in order to make the observation series and procedures more transparent. The current status of the UEGN02 activities is illustrated in figure 3: 
Data collection
The data were collected in four types of formatted files: station data, absolute observations, relative observations. Some national agencies do not agree to have their data published. For this reason, no original data set will be transferred without permission of the original owner.
Tidal reduction
All the raw observations of the relative gravity meters have been corrected for the body Earth tides and ocean loading and attraction effect using stateofthe art models. The tidal parameters for the body Earth tides come from the Dehant-Defraigne-Wahr (1999) model for an inelastic non-hydrostatic Earth (Dehant et al., 1999) including a delta factor of 1.16 for the long periods tides. The body tides prediction is computed with the etgtab software written by Wenzel (http://www-geod.kugi.kvotou.ac.ip/iagetc/etcdat/etgtab/etgtab .txt On the other hand, the ocean loading and attraction parameters were calculated using the ocean tides model CSR3.0 and the Green's function of the PREM with the Load89 software (Francis O. and P. Mazzega, 1993) . The oceanic loading tidal prediction is then calculated using the ocean loading parameters in a separate program. The tidal correction is the sum of the contributions: body Earth tides and oceanic loading and attraction gravity effect. The data from the absolute gravimeters were provided already corrected for tides. It means that the tides correction for these data could be slightly different. It was outside the scope of this work to reprocess all the absolute gravity data from the raw observations.). 
Adjustment model
Execution of adjustment
The adjustment programme was developed in MATLAB. The challenges of this work are in the data organization etc. E.g., relative observation series have to be identified from the contiguous observation set, station data checked; series of only two observations do not provide network information and are removed. The data were processed to a certain point, then metadatafiles were transferred to ECS Luxembourg (O. Francis) for tidal reduction. After this, the processing continued. Variants of the adjustment are based on the same data set, hence the tidal reduction computation was necessary only once so far. Because of the restrictions of this paper format, it is not possible to provide a full and detailed image of the screen for the practical work on the network. Rather, a sequence of cutout figures tries to provide at least a rough impression, see appendix.
The network figures (see appendix) show e.g. normal stations, absolute stations, stations with observations by parties from other countries, station names, station gravity standard deviation estimates, absolute and relative residuals above some threshold (arrows), observation series with residuals above some threshold (red dotted line). The graphical user interface is not just a nice toy, but it is essential because otherwise a clarification of bugs in the large data set of individual observations would not be possible. A standard programme run including all original data file input and output, graphics, parameter estimation for about 10.000 parameters, iterative covariance component estimates in six iterations, but without tidal reduction and inversion of the normals takes less than 1 minute on a normal PC under Windows.
The inversion for computing the standard deviations of the parameters takes between half a minute to several minutes depending on the quality of the normal matrix. «.
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. _ -------***" """^ The weight estimation for relative observations starts with unit weight (black in the sample figure 4), except the series is downweighted to zero as a result of a preceding bug analysis (see figure) . The iteration subsequently yields the weights depicted above. As can be recognized, the convergence is quite stable and fast. The key numbers of the sample run are given below. The histogram of residuals shows that 50% of the residuals are less than 0.007 mGal. • The further procedure, e.g. publication (also stations ?) has to be agreed by the participating countries
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